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Abstract. 

Contrast discrimination measures the smallest difference in contrast (the threshold) needed to 

successfully tell two stimuli apart. The contrast discrimination threshold typically increases with 

contrast. However, for low spatial frequency gratings the contrast threshold first increases, but then 

starts to decrease at contrasts above about 50%. This behaviour was originally observed in contrast 

discrimination experiments using dark spots as stimuli, suggesting that the contrast discrimination 

threshold for low spatial frequency gratings may be dominated by responses to the dark parts of the 

sinusoid. This study measures classification images for contrast discrimination experiments using a 1 

cycle per degree sinusoidal grating at contrasts of 0, 25%, 50% and 75%. The classification images 

obtained clearly show that observers emphasize the darker parts of the sinusoidal grating (i.e. the 

troughs), and this emphasis increases with contrast. At 75% contrast, observers almost completely 

ignored the bright parts (peaks) of the sinusoid, and for some observers the emphasis on the troughs 

is already evident at contrasts as low as 25%. Analysis using a Hammerstein model suggests that the 

bias towards the dark parts of the stimulus is due to an early nonlinearity, perhaps similar to that 

proposed by Whittle. 

Keywords: contrast discrimination, classification images, modelling. 
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Introduction. 

In contrast discrimination experiments, an observer is shown two stimuli, often sinusoidal gratings, 

with contrasts 𝐶 and 𝐶 + Δ𝐶, and must say which of them has the higher contrast. The observer's 

performance is measured by the contrast discrimination threshold Δ𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ needed to achieve some 

level of accuracy. Contrast discrimination experiments reveal nonlinearities in the visual system, 

since a purely linear system should not show any change in Δ𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ with 𝐶. For many stimuli, a 

threshold-versus-contrast (TvC) curve, which plots Δ𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ against pedestal contrast 𝐶, shows a 

characteristic dipper function (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Legge, 1981; Legge & Foley, 1980): the 

threshold initially decreases slightly for very low contrasts (the "dipper") and then increases roughly 

as a power-law, Δ𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ ∝ 𝐶𝑝, with the power 𝑝 less than 1 (Bird et al., 2002; Legge, 1981).  

The increasing portion of the TvC curve is usually explained by assuming a compressive nonlinearity 

in the visual system, following some initial linear filtering, which transforms the physical stimulus 

contrast into an internal response (Foley, 1994; Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 1980). This is an 

attractive hypothesis, as the postulated nonlinearity is broadly similar to that found in cortical 

neurons (Boynton et al., 1999; Heeger, 1992). 

Most contrast discrimination experiments use physical contrasts below 50%. However, when 

contrast increases above 50%, the TvC curve sometimes takes on a very different shape from what is 

usually observed. Using low spatial frequency gratings, thresholds start to decrease above 50% 

contrast (Kingdom & Whittle, 1996; McIlhagga & Peterson, 2006). Obviously, no compressive 

nonlinearity can account for this sort of TvC curve. This decrease in threshold at high contrasts was 

first noticed by Whittle (1986) using circular spot stimuli. He found that the TvC curve for negative 

contrast spots has an inverted U shape, first increasing then decreasing, while the TvC curve for 

positive contrast spots follows Weber's Law.  Asymmetries in light and dark discrimination, though 

not a full inverted U shape, were previously observed by Legge & Kersten (1983). 

Since a sinusoidal grating is, roughly, an alternating sequence of light and dark bars, the inverted-U 

shaped TvC curve for low spatial frequency gratings may simply be due to the dark bars of the 

sinusoid, and indeed the TvC curve for just the lighter (peak) or darker (trough) halves of a sinusoidal 

grating resemble the TvC curve produced by simple spots of the same polarity (McIlhagga & 

Peterson, 2006). An optimal combination of these light- and dark-half TvC curves is enough to 

explain the TvC curve for the entire sinusoidal grating (McIlhagga & Peterson, 2006). 

The work presented here explores this idea further by measuring the relative influence of the light 

and dark parts of a sinusoidal stimulus using classification images (Beard & Ahumada, 1998; Murray, 
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2011).  In a classification image experiment, noise added to the stimuli generates a set of stimuli 

randomly dispersed around the average stimulus for the task. By correlating these randomized 

stimuli with observer responses, it is possible to uncover which features of the stimulus are 

important to the observer. Typically, the averaged noise over one response type (yes, or correct) and 

the averaged noise of the other response type (no, or incorrect) are subtracted to form an image of 

the points in the stimulus the observer uses to perform the task (Murray et al., 2002). In this study 

we analyse the data using logistic regression (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008; McCullagh & Nelder, 

1989), but we will still refer to the resultant estimates as “classification images” since logistic 

regression is frequently used to analyse binary classification tasks. 

The resultant classification images reveal that, when viewing low spatial frequency gratings, human 

observers put greater emphasis on the dark parts of the grating than on the light parts, and this bias 

towards the dark side increases with increasing pedestal contrast, to the point where, at 75% 

contrast, observers are mostly attending to just one dark trough of the stimulus. We interpret these 

results in terms of an early nonlinearity that occurs prior to spatial filtering. 

Methods. 

Outline. 
Two kinds of experiments were carried out. In the Noiseless experiments, observers were shown two 

sinusoidal gratings side-by-side and had to decide which one had the higher contrast. These 

experiments were used to obtain baseline threshold data and confirm the inverted-U shape of the 

TvC curve. In the Noisy experiments, white Gaussian noise samples were added to the gratings to 

enable the estimation of classification images.  

Stimuli. 

In each trial, two grating stimuli were displayed simultaneously to the left and right of the centre of a 

CRT screen, 1 degree apart. A fixation mark was continuously visible at the centre of the screen. The 

grating stimuli were 1 cycle per degree vertical sinusoidal gratings, 3 degrees tall and 1.5 degrees 

wide, tapered at top and bottom with an 0.5 degree wide raised cosine envelope. The profile of the 

grating on trial 𝑖 is given by  

𝑠𝑥,𝑖 = ϵ(𝑥) sin(2𝜋𝑥 + 𝜙𝑖) (1) 

where 𝑥 indicates the vertical position, from -1.5 to 1.5 degrees, and ϵ(𝑥) is the raised cosine 

envelope function. Gratings were vertical to avoid the adjacent pixel nonlinearity (Klein et al., 1996) 

when adding noise. (Note that the vertical dimension is denoted by 𝑥 rather than 𝑦 here as it is more 
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readable, at least in the author’s opinion.) The phase 𝜙𝑖 on trial 𝑖 was randomly 0 or 𝜋 to avoid long 

term light or dark adaptation to the pedestal.  

 

Figure 1. An example of the stimuli used in the Noisy experiments. All dimensions are in degrees. The 

left-hand grating has the higher contrast. These gratings have a phase of 𝜋 degrees; when the phase 

is 0, the gratings appear flipped vertically. The image has been cropped to remove some of the grey 

surround. 

 

In the Noiseless experiments, the observer had to distinguish between a pedestal grating with 

contrast profile 𝐶𝑠𝑥,𝑖 and a pedestal plus test grating with contrast profile (𝐶 + Δ𝐶𝑖) 𝑠𝑥,𝑖, on trial 𝑖. 

The contrast 𝐶 at a point is the luminance 𝐿 at that point divided by the background (or mean) 

luminance minus 1, namely 𝐶 = 𝐿/𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 − 1.   

In the Noisy experiments, the observer had to distinguish between a noisy pedestal stimulus 𝑃𝑥,𝑖 

with contrast profile 

𝑃𝑥,𝑖 = 𝐶𝑠𝑥,𝑖  + 𝑛𝑥,𝑖 (2) 

where 𝑠𝑥,𝑖 is defined in Equation (1), and a noisy pedestal plus test stimulus 𝑇𝑥,𝑖  with contrast profile 

𝑇𝑥,𝑖 = (𝐶 + Δ𝐶𝑖) 𝑠𝑥,𝑖 + 𝑚𝑥,𝑖 (3) 
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where 𝑛𝑥,𝑖  and 𝑚𝑥,𝑖 are vectors of one-dimensional white noise generated by adding a normal 

random variable with standard deviation of 𝜎𝑒 = 0.05  (in contrast units) to every scan line of the 

stimulus. 

The gratings were flanked by 1 degree wide independent samples of horizontal Gaussian noise with 

a standard deviation of 0.05 in contrast units. The entire stimulus was surrounded by a plain grey 

background of the same average luminance (68.3 cd/m2).  Figure 1 shows a typical stimulus from the 

Noisy experiment.   

Experimental Procedure. 

In every trial, observers chose what they thought was the higher contrast grating by pressing either 

the left or right button on a standard mouse. The difference in contrast Δ𝐶𝑖 between the two 

gratings was adjusted in log-steps by a one-up two-down staircase (Levitt, 1971). Audio feedback 

was given after each response. Stimuli were displayed for 250 milliseconds, with abrupt onset and 

offset. After the observer responded, there was a 1 second delay before the next stimulus appeared. 

Responses were collected from observers in blocks of 150 trials. The pedestal contrast 𝐶 of the was 

fixed within each block at either 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75. Three blocks of data were collected for each 

pedestal contrast in the Noiseless experiments (i.e. 450 trials per observer per pedestal contrast), 

and 12 blocks at each contrast in the Noisy experiments (1800 trials per observer per contrast). The 

Noiseless experiments were completed before the Noisy experiments began.  

Three observers participated: CS and CM (both inexperienced) and WHM (the author). All were 

aware of the general purpose of the experiment. CM and WHM wore spectacle correction.  

The experiment followed the Ethical guidelines and procedures at Bradford University. 

Calibration & Apparatus. 

Stimuli were displayed on a Sony Multiscan E450 CRT, driven by a Cambridge Research Systems Ltd. 

Bits++ device in Colour++ mode. In this mode, adjacent RGB pixels in the frame buffer are paired to 

yield 16 bits per pixel for each CRT gun, and the 14 most significant bits are fed into a D/A converter 

to yield a pixel intensity. Stimuli were calculated and displayed by a MATLAB program (MATLAB 

Release 2007b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States), using the Psychophysics 

Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997). 

The monitor was calibrated by first measuring luminances at 128 different levels with a Cambridge 

Research Systems Ltd. ColorCal meter. The display was then linearized by means of an interpolated 
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lookup table in the Matlab program. The display was viewed at a distance of 1 m, giving an angular 

resolution of 50.86 pixels per degree.  

Estimation of Classification Images. 
Observer responses are analysed by assuming that observers compute a weighted sum of the 

contrasts in each stimulus and then use the difference between the sums to arrive at a decision. An 

observer’s decision on trial 𝑖 is thus dependent on the decision variable 𝑑𝑖  given by 

𝑑𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑥𝑇𝑥,𝑖

𝑥

− ∑ 𝑤𝑥𝑃𝑥,𝑖

𝑥

 

= ∑ 𝑤𝑥(𝑇𝑥,𝑖 − 𝑃𝑥,𝑖)

𝑥

 (4) 

where 𝑤𝑥 is the weight that the observer attaches to stimulus point 𝑥, and 𝑃𝑥,𝑖 and 𝑇𝑥,𝑖 are the 

pedestal and pedestal-plus-test contrast profiles from Equations (2) and (3). An internal noise term 

𝑒𝑖 is added to the decision variable 𝑑𝑖, and the observer is correct if 𝑑𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖 > 0. For simplicity, the 

internal noise is assumed to follow a standard logistic distribution, so the probability 𝜋𝑖 that the 

observer is correct on the 𝑖-th trial is  

 𝜋𝑖 =  𝑝𝑟(𝑑𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖 > 0) =  (1 + exp(−𝑑𝑖))−1 

Each observer decision is recorded as a number, 𝑟𝑖, which is 1 if the observer is correct on the 𝑖-th 

trial, and 0 otherwise. The log-likelihood of the observer’s responses, given the probabilities 𝑝𝑖,  is  

𝐿 = ∑ 𝑟𝑖 log 𝜋𝑖 + (1 − 𝑟𝑖) log(1 − 𝜋𝑖)

𝑖

 

The observer weights 𝑤𝑥 can be estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood 𝐿 using logistic 

regression (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008; McCullagh & Nelder, 1989). The estimated weights form a 

classification image. 

The classification images produced by this estimation procedure were very noisy. Accordingly, a 

smoothness penalty on the weights (Knoblauch & Maloney, 2008) was added to the optimization, 

given by 

𝒮 = ∑(𝑤𝑥−1 − 2𝑤𝑥 + 𝑤𝑥+1)2

𝑥

 

The best classification image was that which maximized ℒ − 𝜆𝒮. The optimal penalty weight 𝜆 was 

chosen by five-fold cross-validation (Stone, 1974), which selects the model with the lowest 

prediction error. In five-fold cross-validation, data is split into 5 chunks, the model fitted to 4 of them 
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and then the log-likelihood of the model is calculated from the remaining chunk. This is repeated 5 

times with a different chunk left out. The sum of the remaining chunk log-likelihoods is an estimate 

of the model’s prediction error. The software used for fitting is a Python (Lutz, 2013) version of the 

Matlab software described in McIlhagga (2016). The software and data are available at McIlhagga 

(2020a). These log-likelihood sums are shown in Table 1 (less negative is better).  

The data was analysed for each phase 𝜙𝑖 = 0 or 𝜋 separately, yielding a separate classification 

image for each phase. The phases were also combined, and a single classification image was 

estimated for all data. To combine the data for both phases, the stimuli for phases 𝜙𝑖 = 𝜋 were 

converted to phase 𝜙𝑖 = 0 by flipping them vertically. There was little difference between the 

separate phase and combined phase fits (see Appendix A and Table 1, columns 4 and 5) so only the 

combined phase fits are reported here. When all phases are set to zero, the stimulus pattern 𝑠𝑥,𝑖 

defined in Equation (1) does not vary with trial number 𝑖, and so is written as 𝑠𝑥. 

Models in the table were compared as follows. Suppose model 𝐴 yielded log-likelihoods 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3, 𝐴4 and 𝐴5 for the five chunks, and model 𝐵 yielded log-likelihoods 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, 𝐵4 and 𝐵5 

for the same chunks, then 𝐴𝑖  and 𝐵𝑖  form a paired sample, since they are based on the same data 

split, and the five pairs can be compared using a paired-sample t-test. The model fits in columns 4 

and 6 were compared similarly. Columns 4 and 5 were not compared this way, because the separate 

phase fits in column 5 were never better than the combined fit in column 4. 

Results. 

Contrast discrimination thresholds:  

Threshold versus contrast curves are plotted in Figure 2. Thresholds were defined as the increment 

contrast Δ𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ which allowed the observer to choose the correct grating 81% of the time, 

calculated by a maximum likelihood fit of a Weibull function to the frequency of seeing data. Error 

estimates were obtained by bootstrapping (Efron, 2004).  

The left panel of Figure 2 shows the TvC curves for the Noiseless experiment. Like previous 

experiments (Kingdom & Whittle, 1996; McIlhagga & Peterson, 2006), this is an inverted-U curve 

where the threshold initially increases up to a pedestal contrast  𝐶 = 0.5, and then decreases. Figure 

2 (right panel) shows the TvC curves for the Noisy experiment. This is flatter and higher, and the 

noise raises thresholds more at 𝐶 = 0 and 𝐶 = 0.75 than at 𝐶 = 0.5.  
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Figure 2. Threshold versus contrast (TvC) curves. Panel (a) shows the TvC curve for the Noiseless 

experiment. The average threshold (thick grey line) follows an inverted-U shape. Individual observers 

(thin lines) also have inverted-U shapes, but there is some individual variation. Error bars indicate ±1 

standard error. In the Noisy experiment (Panel (b)) the average threshold (thick grey line) is higher 

and flatter than in the Noiseless experiment.  

 Classification Images: 

Figure 3 shows the classification images estimated from the Noisy experiment. When the phase is 

zero, the trough of the stimulus closest to the middle of the screen appears at 𝑥 = −0.25𝑜 (that is, 

slightly below the centre of the screen). Classification images often look like the expected difference 

between the two stimuli. That is certainly the case at low contrast (𝐶 = 0), where the classification 

image is very similar in shape to the expected stimulus profile 𝑠𝑥. However, the classification images 

depart further and further from 𝑠𝑥 as pedestal contrast increases. Though there is substantial inter-

observer variation, at the highest contrast, all observers weight the central trough at 𝑥 = −0.25𝑜 far 

more than the rest of the stimulus and appear to largely ignore the peaks of the grating. 

All the classification image fits (column 4 of Table 1) were significantly better than the null model 

(column 3 of Table 1). The null model assumes the same probability correct (about 75%) for all trials 

regardless of the stimulus. Despite being a straw man, the null model fits reasonably well because 

the staircase procedure kept the probability correct around 75%. 
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Observer 𝑪 Null Model Classification 
Images (Fig 3) 

Separate 
Phase  

(Appendix A) 

Hammerstein  

(Fig 4) 

cm 0 -1095.4 -1037.1 ** -1041.5 
 

cs 0 -1090.5 -1018.2 ** -1021.9  

wm 0 -1077.3 -1013.9 * -1015.9  

cm 0.25 -1065.6 -980.9 ** -986.9  

cs 0.25 -1067.6 -1017.3 ** -1017.3  

wm 0.25 -1059.1 -979.5 ** -991.4  

cm 0.50 -1056.6 -948.9 ** -964.7 -936.7 † 

cs 0.50 -1050.8 -1014.0 ** -1017.7 -999.8 † 

wm 0.50 -1040.1 -922.1 ** -934.5 -887.2 †† 

cm 0.75 -1065.8 -930.3 ** -939.9 -910.7 † 

cs 0.75 -1063.9 -958.0 ** -973.0 -940.7 †† 

wm 0.75 -887.4 -796.1 ** -808.4 -771.0 † 

 

Table 1: Fivefold cross-validation fits. The fits in the fourth column are for the classification images 

shown in Figure 3. The ** symbols in the fourth column indicate the fit was significantly better than 

the null model at the 1% level and * indicates better at the 5% level, using a paired sample t-test 

described in the text. The †† and † symbols in the sixth column indicate the Hammerstein model was 

significantly better than the classification image model in the fourth column at 1% and 5% levels 

respectively. 
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Figure 3. Classification images (estimates of the template weights 𝑤𝑥) obtained from the Noisy 

experiments. The rows contain classification images at the different pedestal contrasts, given by the 

label at left. The y axis has an arbitrary scale but is the same in all plots; the horizontal dotted line is 

at zero. The columns contain classification images for the three observers, given by the label at top. 

The x-axis shows the vertical position on the stimulus (negative values are below the middle of the 

screen, positive values above). The grey lines in each plot show the sinusoidal stimulus profile 𝑠𝑥 for 

comparison. 
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Discussion. 

The prominent feature of the classification images in Figure 3 is the asymmetry in the response to 

the light and dark parts of the stimulus. As the pedestal contrast increases, the classification images 

increasingly emphasize the troughs of the sinusoidal grating. Changes to classification images with 

increasing contrast have previously been observed by Neri (2018),  and with subthreshold 

summation by Fiorentini andMazzantini (1966), though both use a much lower range of contrasts 

than here. 

One possible explanation for the asymmetry is an early nonlinearity, occurring before linear filtering, 

which makes the troughs of the stimulus more salient to the observer. The appearance of high 

contrast gratings (Springer, 1978) is consistent with such a nonlinearity.  If there is an early 

nonlinearity 𝒩 the observer will not “see” the physical contrast profiles 𝑇𝑥,𝑖 and 𝑃𝑥,𝑖 but instead the 

transformed contrasts 𝒩(𝑇𝑥,𝑖) and 𝒩(𝑃𝑥,𝑖). They would then compute a linear decision variable, 

like Equation (4), over the transformed contrasts  

𝑑𝑖 = ∑ 𝜔𝑥𝒩(𝑇𝑥,𝑖)

𝑥

− ∑ 𝜔𝑥𝒩(𝑃𝑥,𝑖)

𝑥

(5) 

where 𝜔𝑥 is the internal template applied to the transformed contrast at position 𝑥. Equation (5) can 

be analysed by taking a first-order Taylor expansion of 𝒩(𝑇𝑥,𝑖) and 𝒩(𝑃𝑥,𝑖) about the noise-free 

pedestal pattern 𝐶𝑠𝑥: 

𝒩(𝑇𝑥,𝑖) ≈ 𝒩(𝐶𝑠𝑥) + 𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥)(𝑇𝑥,𝑖 − 𝐶𝑠𝑥) 

𝒩(𝑃𝑥,𝑖) ≈ 𝒩(𝐶𝑠𝑥) + 𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥)(𝑃𝑥,𝑖 − 𝐶𝑠𝑥) 

where 𝒩′ is the first derivative of 𝒩.  Substituting into Equation (5) and simplifying gives 

𝑑𝑖 ≈ ∑ 𝜔𝑥𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥)(𝑇𝑥,𝑖 − 𝑃𝑥,𝑖)

𝑥

 

Comparing this to Equation (4), we can see that 

𝑤𝑥 ≈ 𝜔𝑥𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥) (6) 

That is, the estimated classification image 𝑤𝑥 shown in Figure 3 is the product of two unknowns: the 

internal classification image 𝜔𝑥 and the spatially varying derivative of the nonlinearity 𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥) 

evaluated at the pedestal contrast profile. Thus, the classification image analysis cannot separate the 

nonlinearity 𝒩 and the internal template 𝜔𝑥, because no matter what nonlinearity 𝒩 we choose, 
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we can always postulate an internal template 𝜔𝑥 which accounts for the observed classification 

image 𝑤𝑥. 

A Nonlinear-Linear (NL) Cascade Model. 

The model in Equation (5) is a nonlinear-linear (NL) cascade consisting of a nonlinearity (N) applied 

to the physical contrast followed by a linear combination (L) of the results. This can be analysed with 

a Hammerstein model (Hunter & Korenberg, 1986; Westwick & Kearney, 2003), which approximates 

the nonlinearity 𝒩 by a polynomial, 

𝒩(𝐶) ≈ ∑ 𝑎𝑞𝐶𝑞

𝑞=𝑛

𝑞=1

 

Using this approximation, the decision variable in Equation (5) can be written as 

𝑑𝑖 ≈ ∑ 𝜔𝑥 (∑ 𝑎𝑞𝑇𝑥,𝑖
𝑞

𝑞

)

𝑥

− ∑ 𝜔𝑥 (∑ 𝑎𝑝𝑃𝑥,𝑖
𝑞

𝑞

)

𝑥

 

≈ ∑ 𝜔𝑥𝑎𝑞(𝑇𝑥,𝑖
𝑞

− 𝑃𝑥,𝑖
𝑞

) 

𝑥,𝑞

 

There is an unwanted degree of freedom in this model: if all the coefficients 𝑎𝑞 are doubled, the 

same decision variable is obtained by halving the values of 𝜔𝑥. This freedom is removed by forcing 

the linear coefficient 𝑎1 of the polynomial to be equal to 1. 

The Hammerstein model is not a standard logistic model, but the model parameters can be 

estimated using similar maximum likelihood techniques. Code for this is available for download from 

McIlhagga (2020b). This is a somewhat different approach to that using second order kernel 

estimation (Neri, 2004, 2010b; Westwick & Kearney, 2003). 

Only pedestal contrasts 𝐶 = 0.5 and 𝐶 = 0.75 were analysed with the Hammerstein model as this is 

where the nonlinearity is expected to have the greatest effect. As before, a smoothness constraint 

was placed on the (internal) template 𝜔𝑥. The smoothness of the internal template 𝜔𝑥 and the 

polynomial order (up to fifth) were selected to minimize the cross-validation error. The order of the 

polynomial did not affect the goodness of fit very much.  
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Figure 4. The NL cascade (Hammerstein) Model. The top two rows show the product 𝜔𝑥𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥) of 

the internal template 𝜔𝑥 and the derivative of the nonlinearity 𝒩′ for pedestal contrasts 𝐶 = 0.5 and 

𝐶 = 0.75. From Equation (6), these should be comparable to the classification images 𝑤𝑥 shown in 

the last two rows of Figure 3. (The estimated internal templates 𝜔𝑥 and derivative of nonlinearity 

𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥) are plotted separately in Appendix B.) The bottom two rows show the estimated nonlinearity 

𝒩 from the Hammerstein model, for contrasts 𝐶 = 0.5 and 𝐶 = 0.75.  

Figure 4 shows the result of the Hammerstein model fit. The top two rows of Figure (4) show the 

estimated internal templates after being multiplied by the derivative of the nonlinearity, that is 

𝜔𝑥𝒩′(𝐶 𝑠𝑥). From Equation (6), these products should equal the observed templates 𝑤𝑥 shown in 
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the third and fourth rows of Figure (3) and, apart from some change in smoothness, they do. The 

estimated internal templates 𝜔𝑥 themselves are shown in Appendix B. 

The bottom two rows of Figure 4 show the estimated nonlinearities derived from the Hammerstein 

model. There is not much nonlinearity apparent at 𝐶 = 0.5 but at 𝐶 = 0.75 the nonlinearities are 

clearer and consistently show a rapid drop off as 𝐶 becomes more negative.  

The cross-validation errors of the Hammerstein model are given in Table 1, final column. The 

Hammerstein model fits the data significantly better than the linear classification image in all cases. 

Note that the improvement in fit is not simply due to the additional parameters in the Hammerstein 

model since this is accounted for by cross-validation. Specific tests for the validity of Hammerstein 

models (Westwick & Kearney, 2003) were not carried out as they require substantially more data 

than is collected here. That is, while we can say that an NL cascade is a better description of the data 

than a simple L (classification image) model, we have not ruled out more complex cascades such as 

NLN, LNL, or complex hybrid models (Neri, 2018). 

Whittle’s Nonlinearity. 

The nonlinearities estimated by the Hammerstein model for 75% contrast are suggestive of the 

nonlinear contrast function proposed by Whittle (1986). He suggested that the different TvC curves 

for increment and decrement contrasts could both be explained by assuming that 

a) The physical contrast of a stimulus is transduced into an internal measure of contrast given 

by 

𝒲 = (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛)/𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛  

where 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and  𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum luminances over the entire stimulus 

b) The threshold follows Weber’s Law on the internal contrasts. That is 

Δ𝒲 ∝ 𝒲 

Whittle’s 𝒲 can be rewritten as a function of the contrast 𝐶 used in this paper. For a uniform 

decrement stimulus with negative contrast 𝐶, the minimum luminance is 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (1 +

𝐶)𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  and 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the background luminance, so  

𝒲 = −𝐶/(1 + 𝐶)  

For a uniform increment stimulus with positive 𝐶, 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the background luminance and 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

(1 + 𝐶)𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑, so  

𝒲 = 𝐶 
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Putting these together, we can express Whittle’s 𝒲 as a function of 𝐶: 

𝒲(𝐶) =
𝐶

min(1, 1 + 𝐶)
 

(Note that Whittle’s 𝒲 is positive whether or not 𝐶 is, so to make it a monotonic function of 𝐶  the 

sign is changed for the case 𝐶 < 0). This form of 𝒲 could be used as an early nonlinearity instead of 

the global contrast measure suggested by Whittle. 

 

Figure 5. The observer nonlinearities estimated by the Hammerstein model for 𝐶 = 0.75 replotted 

from the bottom row of Figure 4. Whittle’s 𝒲 function, described in the text, is plotted as a thick grey 

line. 

 

Figure 5 plots the individual nonlinearities estimated by the Hammerstein model for 𝐶 = 0.75, from 

the last row of Figure (4) together with 𝒲(𝐶) as defined above. Whittle’s 𝒲, or something similar, 

might be the early nonlinearity identified in this data, although the accelerating portion of the 

nonlinearity for positive contrasts, evident for observers cs and wm, does not conform to Whittle’s 

𝒲. 
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Cascade Models of Contrast Discrimination. 

Many models of contrast discrimination can be thought of as a sequence or cascade of linear (L) and 

nonlinear (N) stages. Most models of contrast discrimination are LN cascades: a linear filtering stage 

followed by a compressive nonlinearity to account for the approximately power-law shape of the 

TvC curve over a range of contrasts (Foley, 1994; Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 1980). The results 

presented here suggest that contrast discrimination at a single contrast can be described by an NL 

cascade. An NL cascade has also been suggested as a good model for detection (Neri, 2010a), 

although both the resultant nonlinearity and experimental conditions are different. 

Whittle’s model for contrast discrimination (Kingdom & Whittle, 1996; Whittle, 1986) is an NLN 

cascade: an early nonlinearity 𝒲, followed by a linear template-matching or filtering stage, followed 

by a Weber’s Law nonlinearity, such as a logarithmic transform. Simple NLN models can be analysed 

using a Hammerstein-Weiner model (Hunter & Korenberg, 1986; Westwick & Kearney, 2003), but 

this was not done here: estimation of the final N stage would require analysis across the contrast 

levels, and simple NLN models assume the L stage is invariant with contrast which, looking at Figure 

3,  it probably isn’t.  

An NLN model of this sort could account for some of the data regarding the shape of the TvC curve 

at high contrast beyond the dipper portion. The TvC curve of an NLN model as described above, 

consisting of Whittle’s 𝒲 nonlinearity, linear filtering, and then Weber’s Law, is plotted on log-log 

coordinates in Figure 6. The log-log slope of the curve varies continuously between 1 (for low 

contrast) to zero (for 50% contrast) before tipping over in an inverted-U. If an experiment looks at a 

limited range of contrast, either by design or because optical blur reduces the retinal contrast, a 

power law Δ𝐶 ∝ 𝐶𝑝 could easily be fitted to the data. Two cases are also plotted in Figure 6: A 

power 𝑝 = 1, when only low contrasts are examined, and a power 𝑝 = 0.5 when higher contrasts 

(though still below 50%) are examined. Many power-law fits for sinusoidal contrast discrimination 

fall between these two values (Bird et al., 2002). There is also a weak trend towards higher power 

fits at higher spatial frequencies (Bradley & Ohzawa, 1986; Kulikowski, 1976) which would be 

consistent with optical blur reducing the retinal contrast of these gratings. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the TvC curve for an NLN model (grey line) with two power laws Δ𝐶 ∝ 𝐶0.5 

(dashed line) and Δ𝐶 ∝ 𝐶 (dotted line).  

Conclusions. 
The results presented here suggest that an early nonlinearity, occurring prior to linear filtering, is 

involved in contrast discrimination of spatial patterns, at least for low spatial frequencies. The 

impact of this nonlinearity is greatest at high contrasts, but it has some effect at lower contrasts too. 

Linear classification image analysis suggests the existence of a nonlinearity, but it cannot 

characterize it. However, fitting a Hammerstein model gives us some clue as to what the nonlinearity 

looks like, and it may be similar to one proposed by Whittle (1986) to account for his data on 

contrast discrimination of light and dark spots. The same nonlinearity can be used to model contrast 

discrimination of low-frequency gratings (Kingdom & Whittle, 1996; McIlhagga & Peterson, 2006). 
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Appendix A: Classification Images for separate phases. 
 

Stimuli were presented at two different phases. If classification images are fitted to each phase 

separately, the results are as shown in the figure below (solid line for one phase, dashed line for the 

other). Classification images for phases of 180 degrees have been flipped left-to-right in the graphs 

for easy comparison with the zero phase classification images. 

The images are visually very similar. In addition, cross-validation fits for the separate-phase model 

were no better than that from the combined phase model (Table 1 columns 4 and 5). 
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Appendix B: The Hammerstein Model Kernels. 
 

The Hammerstein model estimates the internal template (or kernel) 𝜔𝑥 and the nonlinearity 𝒩 

separately. Figure 4 however plotted 𝜔𝑥𝒩′(𝐶𝑠𝑥) for easy comparison with Figure 3. The figure 

below shows the actual Hammerstein model kernels 𝜔𝑥for 𝐶 = 0.5 and 𝐶 = 0.75, and the 

derivatives 𝒩′(𝐶 𝑠𝑥), which were multiplied together to form the top two rows of Figure 4. The grey 

curves are the sinusoidal target stimulus profiles, to show where the peaks and troughs are in the 

stimulus. 

The shape of the classification images 𝑤𝑥, particularly the emphasis on the troughs, seems to be 

largely due to the derivatives, which have larger values at the troughs than the peaks. Because 𝒩′ is 

quite small for positive contrasts compared to negative, the fit of the Hammerstein model isn’t 

critically dependent on the shape of 𝜔𝑥 where the contrast is positive, so we might expect the 

positive parts of the kernels to have quite large estimation errors.  

An example of this is shown for observer wm at 𝐶 = 0.5. The kernel 𝜔𝑥 is actually negative when the 

stimulus is positive, but the derivative 𝒩′ is also negative. The combination is a priori quite 

unreasonable, and so likely due to estimation error. 
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